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Hugh McLaughlin, editor in chief, Social Work Education - the International Journal 17 Remember: when you
read published papers you only see the finished article Publishing in top journals is a challenge for everyone,
but it may seem easier for other people. The writing stage 1 Focus on a story that progresses logically, rather
than chronologically Take some time before even writing your paper to think about the logic of the
presentation. Conferences offer rapid time-to-publish, plus you will often get feedback on your work when
you present it. Occasionally, an article may be uploaded on other days. We endeavour to include both the
online publication date and the usual print citation in reference lists of Nature Research papers, where a paper
has been published online before being published in print. The Nature journals differ from most other journals
in that they do not have editorial boards, but are instead run by professional editors who consult widely among
the scientific community in making decisions about publication of papers. With our publication support packs,
you can leave the onerous task of managing the submission and publication process to Editage. Our experts
shortlist 3 to 5 journals best-suited for your manuscript and prepare a report listing the pros and cons of
submitting to each. With this two bits of information the system will send you your password. In Nature
journals these appear as " Article " in the reference sections. Apart from fixing errors related to language and
grammar, Premium Editing ensures that you work has been edited with specific knowledge of your subject.
This article is to provide you with an overview of the general editorial processes of these unique journals. We
asked journal editors from a range of backgrounds for their tips on getting published. Transfers between
Nature journals In some cases, an editor is unable to offer publication, but might suggest that the manuscript is
more suitable for one of the other Nature journals. Presubmission enquiries Researchers may obtain informal
feedback from editors before submitting the whole manuscript. Instead of writing an entire paper, focus on the
goal of writing a section, or outline. Philip Powell, managing editor of the Information Systems Journal Enter
the Guardian university awards and join the higher education network for more comment, analysis and job
opportunities, direct to your inbox. Submit your paper to only one journal at a time. Each DOI is registered in
a central resolution database that associates it with one or more corresponding web locations URLs. You can
get a well-written, well-structured manuscript that will increase your chances of acceptance by your target
journal. Each paper carries a digital object identifier DOI , which serves as a unique electronic identification
tag for that paper. In fact, anything aside from simply "reject," Neal-Barnett reminds, is a positive review. It
can be very hard to work out what is going on in an article if the language and syntax are poor. You can avoid
unnecessary rejection by submitting your manuscript to journals that match your study. On the other hand,
criticisms of the content of the paper may require more substantial revisions -- rethinking your ideas, running
more tests, or redoing an analysis. This link will expire after 7 days! The DOI has two components, a prefix
before the slash and a suffix after the slash. Please click the link in this email to access the MyPublication
pages. Given the use of the DOI in locating an online publication in the future, we encourage authors to use
DOIs in reference citations. Must I be a subscriber to read AOP articles? We also offer forms specifically for
employees of the US government and bodies under Crown copyright as well as terms and conditions tailored
for green open access publications. Your manuscript will also have to be revised based on these suggestions.


